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SHAMPOO
DEEP GENTLE CLEANSING
Shampoo contains lavender to cleanse the scalp, bergamot and rosemary to 
condition the scalp while adding a glossy shine  ARCS/DC

REGULAR HAIR SHAMPOO
Contains sandalwood for deep cleansing, balancing effect on the scalp, basil which 
relaxes the scalp and adds lustre to the hair and lemongrass to condition the scalp 
and the hair        ARCS/R

TREATED HAIR SHAMPOO
Contains lemon to restore the acid balance to hair, german chamomile to soothe 
and soften the hair and ylang ylang which has a balancing effect on 
the functioning of the scalp       ARCS/T

SENSITIVE HAIR AND SCALP
Shampoo contains frankincense, geranium and sage. These have a natural effect 
and promote moisture to the scalp      ARCS/S

HAIR CONDITIONER
Pure essential oils of lavender, rosemary and 
peppermint for moisture, body and shine 

CODE ARCC

GROOMING OIL
CEDARWOOD, PEPPERMINT & SAGE
For grooming and styling

CODE ARCGO

Archibalds
Pure essential oils are the highly concentrated extracts of the 
molecules which give plants their characteristic fragrance.
Archibalds essential oil hair care products contain  pure essential oils. 
These potent extracts have been employed through the ages for their 
excellent properties in both hair and skin care

Black Diamond
Black Diamond products are used to enhance your well being. 
They are made using pure aromatherapy essences and the ancient 
ayurvedic principles of gem therapy. Not tested on animals

HAIR CREAM
COCONUT VANILLA SOFT (pictured)
Hold hair cream is a unique styling and conditioning 
cream providing body direction and hold
CODE ARCC/S

VANILLA PEPPERMINT
A blend of essential oils in a natural wax base
making a firm hold styling and conditioning cream
CODE ARCC/F

SANDALWOOD HAIR WAX
VANILLA
Hair wax for styling and conditioning, with a 
unique blend of water soluble natural waxes

CODE ARCC/W

ORANGE HAIR CLAY
YLANG YLANG 
A water soluble creme clay that thickens hair 
Provides texture, body, shine and hold

CODE ARCC/C

HAIR POMADE
MANDARIN VANILLA
Provides direction, texture, hold and shine

CODE ARCC/P

Black Diamond

GLOSSARY    KAIHU: A river in New Zealand of tribal significance to the founder of Black Diamond    ORA: Maori word meaning life    TAHU: Maori word meaning lover    PHYTO: Greek word meaning herb

POMADE
Available in Normal & Extra Hold Formula. 
Washes out easily, adds high gloss, style 
and hold to your hair. A plant based product.
Petro-chemical free. 75g

CODE BDPR75

INFINITY
Will add an ultra gloss to your hair
50ml

CODE BDI

PHYTO
Helps control frizzy hair while adding body 
and texture
100ml

CODE BDF


